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The first project
Start ETieVe

Create a new project

Create your new project with the name „my_first_project“
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Create new polygon
In this chapter you we will create a polygon which later will be used as the ground plan for a 
house

Use the click new function and 
then click into the graphical view 
and construct a polygon like the 
real ground plan of the house.

It's easier to make a sketch of 
the house, before we adjust the 
size and the angles

After you have drawn the sketch of the house, then open the Points list  

Open the points list and click to the polygon. Select the checkboxes for polar (1st point absolute).

The list should look like in the picture above, but the clicked coordinate values are not the same. In the 
next step we will correct the list to our real values.

The first row in the list ist shown as absolute Values. From the second to the last row the values 
are shown as polar coorinates.
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Calibrate only the angular values to the real values from the printed plan. The ground plan is now 
angle-calibrated.

The next step is to size the ground plan. Correct the lengths of the house (dist).

Set the x and y of 
point 1 to 20 / 10.

For the height you 
have to fill in -3,5 
meters
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Zooming functions
Open the zoom window. All those zoom functions doesn't change something in the project. Use the 
functions to see the details of a drawing. 

Top view
While you move the scrollbar a yellow rectangle will be shown. This will preview the active drawing 
area
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Zoom functions
„move“ ...  press the left mousebutton and move the mouse cursor in the grey field. With „rot“ the 
view will be rotated and „scale“ sizes the view

Defined views
If you click to the rectangle „new“ the view of your drawing will be 
saved in this rectangle. It is comfortable to save detailled views of 
a large drawing because you can always jump to detail areas and 
you do not have not to search everytime for the right position in 
the drawing. The defined views also will be saved within the 
project.

Double click to the view  to activate the view.

Views can be deleted if you pull them with the pressed left 
mousebutton to the garbage.

Press this button to redraw the views.
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Linemode and rendering

With those buttons you can switch between the linemode and the 
hardware supported OpenGL-mode (rendering) 

If you are working within the Rendering-
mode you will not see the drawing frame, 
text and dimensions 

Example: OpenGL-mode(Rendering) 
shows the DTM

Other functions to adjust the graphical view

move view

rotate view

increase view

downsize view

top view

show rectangle area

switch between linienmode and rendering

execute one right click action if you press the left mouse button (this function usually will be used 
on a tablet PC where no right mousebutton is existing)

Save project

Save the project with this icon. The name of the project was specified at the start of the project.
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Create the origin terrain
Our first project will have one surrounding polygon and a few single measuring points.

To create a single measuring point click to this symbol in the toolbar and specify the coordinates 
for it

Create the following measuring points

It's helpful to adjust the 
graphical view always in a 

way so that you can see the points you have 
created.

Open the points list

The points list should look like this
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X(Rechtswert) Y(Hochwert) Z(Höhe)
16 6 -0,5
16 26 1
36 26 0,75
36 6 0
16 12 -1,5
16 19 -1,5
22 26 -1,5
30,5 26 -1,5
24 12 -1,5
30,5 18 -1,5
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It's possible to create the points directly in the list of course, or to correct some value in the list. Maybe 
that would work faster than in our way.

Surrounding polygon for the origin terrain

Create a new polygon 
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Select add the points at the end and click to one after the other point for the surrounding polygon

If you have forgotten a point you can use insert and click to the point. The points of the polygon can 
also be sorted with „sequence“.

Use „free“ to get a point out of the polygon without deleting the point.

If you want to have an open polyline you can define it with the selection on top of the window.
But in our case we need a closed polygon.

For example: This is an open polyline

The base for a ETieVe volume calculation is the triangulation (DTM) from the measuring points. A 
volume is always between two surfaces, this means two DTMs. But sometimes you will have more 
than two surfaces.

Create a new net

First step: boundary 
polygon
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Finished boundary polygon and net-triangulation. The triangulation is executed always when a point is 
included in the net or a point gets out of the net.

Add other objects into the net
With „add inside objects“ you can include further points, polygons and polylines in the net.

Use „remove objects“ to get them out from the net again but not deleting them.
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Breaklines
If the triangulation calculates the surface not in a realistic way, you have to correct some chamfer with 
a breakline between two points of the net. Breaklines are small polylines. You can use as many 
breaklines as you want. Press „breaklines“ and click to both points you want to have a breakline 
between. But those two points have to belong to the net!

Crossing of breaklines from the same net is not allowed. 

To remove breaklines click the delete objects function. From the toolbar.
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Project explorer
open the project explorer

- Netz_1 will be our origin terrain. Within this net goes 
Polygon_2 which is our boundary polygon.

- Polygon_1 is not placed in a net. This will be our 
ground plan for the house.

We will rename the main objects of our project. If 
you click on a object in the project explorer the 
detail window of the object will be opened. There 
you can specify name, color and transparency.

Project explorer with modified elements

To have a good structure in the project you should always give names to the objects. So it's easier to 
modify a project a few months later. 

Lateral work space
For the construction of the lateral work space we use the house-polygon. The lower chamfer should be 
50cm larger than the house and 30cm lower than the house. This chamfer-polygon will then be 
projected with an angle of 60° to the origin terrain.

Lower chamfer

Click to polygon wizard 
and select the house-
polygon. The polygon 

wizard starts
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Choose „offset“ 
Wählen Sie „offset“. Write 0,5 meter for the offset value. Use preview to check if the function will work 
correct. If everything seems to be correct, then press „create new polygon“ because we want to have 
a modified copy of the house.

Rename the new polygon to „lowerWS“.

Choose „move“ in the polygon wizard. Insert the value -0,3 meter for the „to“ Z-value. Use the „move 
polygon“ function because we don't want to have a copy of the last polygon, we want to modify it 
directly.

The house-polygon will not be included in our volume calculation. But 
don't delete if. You can can set it to invisible in the project explorer, 
but don't delete it.
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Upper chamfer of the work space

Use „project“in the polygon wizard. Insert 60° for the slope angle. Press „choose net“ and click to 
the a net-edge of the net you want to project the polygon onto (in our case it is named terrain)

If you want to select a net for some disposal click to the net-edge.

Check the calculation of the projected polygon with „preview“ before you create a new Polygon.

Rename the new polygon „Polygon_1“ (default name from ETieVe) to „upperWS“.

Excavation net
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Create a new Net. The boundary polygon of this net shold become the projected polygon „upperWS“.
Choose the polygon „lowerWS“ as a inside object of the excavation net.

In this view the terrain-net is switched to invisible in the project explorer

The name of the net is modified to „excavation“ and the color is also changed. 

Cross section volume calculation
ETieVe is working with section groups. Every section belongs to a section group. A project may have 
many section groups. Section groups often overlapps an other section group.

Open the cross section window.
Select a polygon which should limit the area of the calculation.
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Boundary of the section group (Step 1)

The area of the section group is marked with a hatch.

Axis (Step 2)
Click to „next“. Press the button „click points“ and select two points for the axis of the section group. 
The axis will be a blue colored arrow.

Sometimes you will pick up the precise 3D 
position but not the relative inaccurate 
clicked position from the mouse.

To get the precise position of an object use 
the right mousebutton
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Catch the precise position
To get the precise position of an object use the right mousebutton. After the right mousebutton is 
pressed a dialog window will be opened.
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endpoint Endpoint of a polygon segment or line or arc
insertpoint Exact position of a measuring point
center Center of a circle or arc
half distance Middle of a polygon segment or line or arc
the right angle ... Perpendicular to a polygon segment or a line 

or arc or circle
relation point Click on a line or a polygon. A window will be 

opened where you can calculate a relative 
point on the line

intersection Crossing of a polygon segment or a line or an 
arc or a circle

coord.input. Opens a window to specify the coordinates 
with X/Y/Z values

point list position of a point from the points list



Calculation adjustments for level (Step 3)

Check the automatically filled rows from ETieVe. In our example we have only 2 levels.
One layer in our volume calculation has always two levels, one on the top and on the bottom. If you 
want to calculate two layers then you need three levels, and so on ...

Additional level
We will create another level, which is 50cm below the origin terrain.
Click to the lower level row and press the button insert. A new row between terrain and excavation is 
inserted.

Set the related level to 
„net: terrain“

rel.Niveau is set to 
-0,5 meter (=Z-value 
will be exactly 50cm 
lower than real 
terrain).

The name is set 
„mould“. But this is not 
so important. It is the 
name for the reports.
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The value for end orientation should be set to „not below V“.

This means that the new level is between terrain and excavation must not be deeper than the 
excavation in any case.

The sections without the „not below V“ with adjustment „not below V“
adjustment will look like this 

Create sections (Step 4)
Usually the sections itself will be created with „auto 
section“. But of course it is possible to create a 
section manually.
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Specify the number of sections you 
want to create („max. amount of 
sections“). You can try, what is the 
number for a maximum of the volume 
calculation, but don't use too less 
sections. In our example 10 or 11 is a 
realistic number for the number of 
sections.

You can also use accuracy of sections which means that the 
accuracy of every section should be below the defined value in 
squaremeters (try 0,25)

fixed distaces means that the distance between all the sections is 
constant (try 2,0) meters.

Fixed count means that there will be a fixed number of sections 
within the axis of te section group

This is our project with 10 sections in it. You can see the hatch for mould (50cm) and excavation.
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Properties of the section group (Step 5)

Fill in the name of the section group. This name will be 
used in the calculation reports. For example: 
„excavation of house“.

Open the sections
Doubleclick the section with the highest extension in the graphical view. This means the section with 
the largest dimension normal from the axis of the section group.

It's also possible to open the section with the project explorer. In this case the 1st section of a section 
group will be opened.

Be sure that the 1st section and the last section are at the beginning 
and at the end of the section group. Both will have a area of 0,0m2 
because of this. In our case this is the right way, but maybe later you 
will have projects where you want to calculate only a part of the excavation and the first or last section 
will not have 0,0m2.
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Scale and frame position
Open the section with the highest extension. We will prepare this section that it becomes printability.
The other sections will inherit those properties.

Click to „scale and frame position“

Adjust the scale and the center of the frame. You can set the stepwidth smaller to fit the section with 
the arrow-buttons into the frame

Section properties
Open the window section properties from 
the section toolbar.

 Put in the values for related level. This is    
the level where the section dimensions are 
placed.

Set the Textheight for dimension at a 
value, so that the textheight for printing is 
around 2-3mm.

Z-scale:
Use this value to strech the section 
drawing. If you set the value to 2,0 then the 
heigth of the section looks double 
compared to it's width. But the dimension 

text is not changed.

With the scrollbar dimension the number of dimensions will be changed.

Frame
Change the drawing frame of the section (*.ecr file) if you want to have the section on a paper A4, A3 
or somewhere else.
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If you have finished the adjustments for the section, then press „use adjustment for all sections“ and 
close the section properties window.

Use those two arrow buttons to navigate from one section to the next. You can also use the 
keyboard function keys  „F6“ and „F7“ .

Close the section view now!

Finish the layout plan

Open the „scale and adjust frame“ window.

Use the button „adjust“ for automatical centering and scaling 
the drawing. With the arrow-buttons the frame can be 
positioned around the digital terrain model.
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Drawing layers
Like other graphical software ETieVe has also layers.

Click there

Here you can change the visibility of measuring points, drawing frame, sections and so on …

Maybe you don't want to show section groups in the layout plan. Switch it off with the layer properties!

If you cannot find a object in the graphical view, look to the layer 
properties. Perhaps it's layer is switched off.
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Project adjustments (names)

Fill in the text you want to have in the title box.
But it makes no sense to put a text in a field where you 
have no field in the title box of the drawing.

It's also possible to create another frame with the frame 
designer.

Title box with project texts
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Project adjustments (common)

Modify the background color of the graphical 
view

Specify the drawing frame of the layout plan

What is the height-level for 2D drawing 
elements (lines, circles, arcs)

Program language and language for the reports

Project adjustments (measuring points)

The size of measuring points and the text size 
of them

What information of the point should be shown 
in the drawing

The style for the measuring point information 
flag

The defaul symbol of the points
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Project adjustments (files and directories)

Default folder for projects

Folder for drawing frames

Folder for the project copies. ETieVe makes 
a copy every day you modify a project. 

Default drawing frame for layout

Default drawing frame for sections
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Reports
Select the symbol reports

Choose section report

Cross section report

The first row is the total volume of the excavation

level(1) is the 50cm thick layer on the top

level(2) is the part of the excavation lower than 
50cm

You have specified the levels in the section group

Total volume = level(1) + level(2)

Choose the first row and press the button „section report total volume“
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Cross section report of the total volume
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Volume calculation with prisms (DTM calculation)

For this report it is important, that the upper net and the lower net has the same extentions, seen 
from top view!

But in our project we have not two nets with the same size. So we have to prepare the terrain net, so 
that it's size will be the same like the excavation net. 

Open the project-explorer and select the terrain net. The net-detail window is shown with the 
properties of the terrain. Click „chose polygon for the net-boundary“ and select the upper chamfer 
of the excavation. Now our terrain has two boundary polygons and because of that it looks like a ring.

The next step is to remove the outer boundary polygon from the terrain. Use the button „remove 
objects“ and select the outer polygon.
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We also have to remove the net edge because it is connected with the outer polygon which is at this 
time not part of the modified terrain.

Be sure that a net always has a boundary polygon. Otherwise it will be 
destroyed by the program.

Both nets has now the 
same size if you are 
looking from top view.
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Create prism report
Open the reports window and choose „prism“.
The upper net is set to terrain and the lower net is set to excavation.

To show the triangle numbers which are the same numbers as in the prism report
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Prism report

… … … ...
… … … ...
... … … ...
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